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The LaBa! Arts Festival started in 2007 as an initiative of a group 
of Ugandan visual artists with the goal of showing art in a public 
place outside of the conventional art spaces to reach out to new 
audiences. Their vision was: Art is for everyone!

Over the past ten years, LaBa! has not only attracted a large 
number of visitors but also developed into a platform for upcom-
ing artists to showcase their work and to get known. Many of the 
Ugandan artists that exhibit today at international galleries and art 
fairs started their career at the LaBa! Arts Festival.

Welcome
to Laba! Arts Festival 2017
    Ubuntu



Later, the festival location changed several times and the 
festival itself diversified by opening up to performing arts, poetry, 
fashion and music. It has become a unique event that unifies 
all art genres once a year and transforms the street into a big 
open air gallery where creative people meet, share and discuss 
ideas. This year the festival is dedicated to the idea of Ubuntu. 
The term Ubuntu in Shona, or Obumu in Luganda, means 
humanity or community spirit, which is best illustrated in the 
Ndebele proverb: “umuntu ngumuntu ngabantu” (“a person is a 
person through other persons”).

In reminiscence of how the festival once has been conceived, 
the visual arts will be at the core of the festival, representing 
eleven collective installations out of which the audience is 
invited to vote for their favourite. The LaBa! Audience Award 
will allow a member of the winning collective to travel to Chale 
Wote Street Art Festival in Accra in August 2017 with the Moving 
Africa programme by Goethe-Institut.

I would like to thank all the participating artists and sponsors for 
supporting the festival. Without you LaBa! would not have been 
possible. My special thanks also go to the LaBa! Arts Committee 
and organizing team at Goethe-Zentrum Kampala.

In the spirit of Ubuntu, I am looking forward to my second LaBa! 
– a place to connect and get inspired!

Anja Göbel
Director of the Goethe-Zentrum Kampala
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Afrie
Nassanga Ann alias Afrie is a Ugandan Afro fusion 
artist. She is a pianist, singer and songwriter, and 
writes on themes based on love, fire and freedom. 
Her vision is a united Africa that works together for its 
development. Afrie has performed at different stages  
and released music and an Afro soul track about the 
protective nature of love and Yodi Yodi, an upbeat afro 
fusion song about slow guys.

Laba! Arts Festival 2017: 
In line with the theme of Ubuntu, Afrie performs songs 
that speak about love. These are simple, fun, groovy 
songs that create a spirit of joy and togetherness 
which is essential in community. Afrie will perform with 
a simple acoustic set to share an intimate moment 
with her listeners and enjoy the beauty of music which 
binds all African souls together.
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Aphra Arts is an all-women artists team consisting of 
Yvonne, a trained Creative Producer in Theatre and 
Live Performance; Ruth Guma, a Ugandan visual 
artist with a focus on painting; and Piloya Irene, a 
practising artist in the fields of sculpting, painting and 
fashion. They aim at making the East African arts 
community an ubuntu environment. They believe that 
the common bond of artistic talent and creativity is 
more important than gender differences.

Laba! Arts Festival 2017: 
Aphra Arts creates an installation with the bee insect 
as a metaphor to demonstrate ubuntu. The sun-dried 
bees re placed onto a pilewood, accompanied by sea 
shells. With a base drawing of the ubuntu word and 
Uganda’s flag, the bees and shells are installed in 
conjunction with the festival attendees and information 
about the similarities of ubuntu and bees’ lifestyles.

Aphra Arts
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Batalo East
Batalo East was formed to link and strengthen the 
traditional and urban arts together – to encourage 
innovation in the arts, preservation of culture, and 
ultimately, the development of young people who have 
strong roots in their home culture, a sense of identity 
and place, but who are also equipped with skills and 
confidence to engage and contribute to an increasingly 
internationalized and borderless world.

Laba! Arts Festival 2017: 
Batalo East hold their monthly ‘The Equation’ Dance 
Workshop on the LaBa! festival ground and open it for 
the public. 
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Bantu Clan is the first indigenous Hip Hop band on a
quest to unify cultures, celebrate life and express 
consciousness through touching emotions. “Brothers 
Alliance Navigating towards Unity” - Bantu Clan is 
at once reminiscent of soothing – groovy conscious 
Hip Hop, while simultaneously hearkening to a 
heartfelt, down- home charm. The blend of traditional 
indigenous sounds and Western sounds to marry the 
cultures with authentic rap, melodies and hook-laden 
conscious lyrics in native languages from Uganda and 
Zimbabwe is garnering them notice in East Africa
and beyond the borders.

Laba! Arts Festival 2017: 
Bantu Clan showcases a musical journey with the art 
of story-telling to restore, explore, teach & share the 
values of ubuntu.

Bantu Clan
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CreativeMinds
Creative Minds is a collective group of artists from 
different artistic disciplines who come together with the 
aim of creating artistic projects that engages people 
of different age, sex and race to interact and discuss 
challenging social, political and economic issues and 
create artistic solutions.The collective consists of 
Kimera Hamza AKA Tipsy Chamberz (painter), Tiga 
Ryan Moses (sculptor) and Batale Fred (painter/ 
Disability social entrepreneur).

Laba! Arts Festival 2017: 
Creative Minds create a place for traditional games 
such as Ludo, Omweso, Kwepena and Dull.  They 
engage with the audience through those interactive 
games with the aim of creatively bringing together 
different people in the fun world.
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DJ Xzyl
With the continuous elimination of job gender 
boundaries, Xzyl is predominately a Ugandan female 
Deejay, but includes radio and television in her large-
scale practice. Under Platinum Deejays Academy 
Uganda, deejay Xzyl (pronounced exile) trained and 
mastered her disk spinning skills.
Xzyl started trading commercially at the turn of the 
decade within which period she has had the chance to 
work with or entertain diverse crowds at competitions, 
auditions, hangouts, exhibitions and show cases. 
Such as international dance competitions for the 
Breakdance Project Uganda and silent discos at the 
National theatre, Sharing Hall Kampala, Kyadondo 
Rugby grounds and many more.
Xzyl currently works at Sanyu FM, various clubs and 
once in a while handles short-term projects.
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Ngoma Jam Sessions is a Community Drum Circle 
started by two friends; with the aim of creating a 
space for people to meet regularly for therapeutic 
group drumming. The Drum Circles are all-inclusive: 
everyone is welcome to, express themselves through 
drumming, connect with others, and get involved in 
collaborative and spontaneous creation of music. It 
also offers a drug-free method to deal with traumatic 
emotions and stress relief through hand drumming.

Laba! Arts Festival 2017: 
The Heartbeat Zone is an interactive installation 
space which will hold 3 guided drum circles and allows 
freestyle drumming for the rest of the day. Participants 
will be able to experience the joys and healing of group 
drumming, and be reminded of the universal shared 
experience of rhythm, a unifying factor in the spirit of 
ubuntu.

Heartbeat Zone 
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Ife Piankhi is the poet who sings. She has sat on the 
artists committee for Laba for the past 6 years. She 
is an advocate of creativity in the process of social 
change and empowerment of communities. 
Currently Ife is artist in resident at 32 Degrees East, the 
Ugandan Arts Trust, developing her poetry installation 
To Be or not 2B a journey through Migration, Identity 
and Mourning. 

Laba! Arts Festival 2017: 
Ife accompanies the artists and the audience 
throughout the day as she is our MC on the street this 
year.

Ife Piankhi
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Impala Art Studio
The artist Kenneth Otelu establishes the Impala Art 
Studio. He focuses on painting, technical drawing and 
photography in his studio in Kisasi. He is dedicated 
to painting a blend of social-political critiquing themes 
and architectural and technological themes mainly 
using oil, acrylic medium on canvass. He has a belief 
that his social-political body of works will someday 
impact social change as he views them as the artistic 
mouthpiece of the neglected common person in 
society.

Laba! Arts Festival 2017: 
The Impala Arts Studion encourages the festival  
audience to take part passport-format photo shootings 
in a temporarily set up photo studio. These  photos 
will in-turn be  printed and used in creation of and 
installation of one general image “Global Citizen”.
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Isaiah’s Destiny himself is a singer, songwriter, 
producer, pianist and guitarist, and he will be 
performing with an E-band of five people: Evans the 
keyboardist, Dan the guitarist, Isaac the drummer, 
Emma the bassist and Isaiah Destiny as the lead artist.

Laba! Arts Festival 2017: 
Isiaha’s Destiny play several songs from Afro-Jazz, 
Soul and Afro-contemporary genres at the festival.

Isaiah’s Destiny
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Kampala Music 
School

The Kampala Music School (KMS) was opened in 
2001 and since then caters for motivated students 
of all ages and backgrounds, from beginners to 
professional levels. It encourages and facilitates music 
teachers and performers across Uganda, provides 
space and instruments for playing and organises solo 
and ensemble concerts and operas of students and 
visiting artists

LaBa! Arts Festival 2017: 
The Kampala Music School contributes to the musical 
presentations with different orchestral performances. 
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The Kenduhearth pop-up Museum demonstrates 
contemporary heritage practice through interior design 
showcase.
Kenduhearth pop-up museum will be questioning the 
barriers separating art, craft, community, environment 
and design inaugurate a series of pop-up museums 
at LaBa. The tent hosts the Bobbin Brothers in 
fashion and design through this inaugural showcase. 
A Henna body art corner, intricately woven mats and 
bags as well as fashion bags are exhibited and on 
sale.

Kenduhearth 
Pop-up Museum
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Kikali Studio
Kikali Studio is a collective of illustrators, animators, 
graphic designers and writers. The core of the 
organization is represented by Dianah Bwengye, 
Gloria Kiconco, Isaac Kabuye, Davis Bamwine, and 
Emilie Dewitte. The five artists met at their work space 
in Kampala and they share a love for animation, art, 
and storytelling. In Western Uganda, the word “kikali” 
means “a compound where people gather”.

LaBa! Arts Festival 2017: 
Kikali Studio presents Sabuula embaata, a three 
minute animation. The short film tells the story of a 
young female Ugandan character tormented by the 
gaze of others, and her own mind, in the run for her 
life. The portable cinema booth creates an experience 
of isolation and connection, leading viewers to 
question their own ideas of community, connection, 
and isolation.
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Kitara Nation 
Poets

Kitara Nation Poets is a collective of performance 
poets who write and perform oral poetry. 

Laba! Arts Festival 2017:
Kitara Nation Poets oral poetry performance for Laba 
is entitled ‘Kibuga Kampala’. The performances are 
about life in Kampala today and about how Kampala 
is a melting pot of cultures we all should protect and 
preserve.
Ft. Omara Daniel performing ‘Luoetry’; Acaye Pamela 
performing ‘Kampala’; Rushongoza Begumya 
performing ‘What this Country Needs’; Kagayi 
Peter performing ‘Kanjokya Kanjokya’; and Daniel 
Nuwamanya performing as ‘The Street Sider’.
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Kiddu Raymon Arthur known by his stage name Lil 
Ray Omutuuze is a Ugandan rapper, singer and song 
writer. He expressed an interest in music as a teenager 
and ventured into a music career in 2010 with a rap 
group called  Batuuze hiphop squad. As a solo artist 
he released various singles and he is currently working 
on his first album titled EWAFFE GYENVA. He has 
dedicated himself to expressing people’s grievances, 
concerns on their livelihood, welfare, religious and 
political opinions and financial hardships through his 
music.

Laba! Arts Festival 2017: 
In line with his belief that art is not reserved for a small 
circle of people but for everyone, Lil Ray Omutuuze 
will present different pieces of his music at the festival. 

Lil Ray 
Omutuuze
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Mame N’Diack Seck Thiam is a renowned 
percussionist, originally from Senegal but resident in 
Uganda for 7 years now. During his time in Uganda, 
he has been instrumental in promoting West African 
styled music and instruments, most notably the sabar, 
djembe and tama (talking drum). 
Mame, a descendant of the griot (a clan of historians 
charged with preserving culture through music and 
story-telling), believes he has a duty to pass on culture 
and tradition to the young generation through music. 

Laba! Arts Festival 2017: 
Together with Sulaiman Djembefola, at Laba Arts 
Festival he holds percussion workshops with children 
and later joins in the jam session with drums.

Mame N’Diack & 
Sulaiman Djembefola
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MakeSomeNoise

MakeSomeNoise turns metal work noise into music 
beats with a DJ by Kampala Artisan Soundscape. 
This project will be a collective featuring a visual 
artist, a sound producer with 5 street artisans. Derrick 
Komakech is multimedia visual artist, experimental 
sound artist and a folk musician. He became 
continously interested in working with materials 
found by the road side; scrap metal and wires that he 
reassembles to create sculpture.

Laba! Arts Festival 2017: 
The festival public is able to participate in the production 
of the experimental sound by using the artisan’s tools 
to make some noise. The sound is available to listen to 
through using headsets and on bluetooth-connected 
devices. 
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Hailing from three different countries, Neema Iyer is an 
illustrator and designer based in Kampala, Uganda. In 
regular life, she works on technology and data, but by 
night, she picks up a stylus and sketches colorful work 
based on her experiences across Africa. She believes 
in the beauty of simplicity and the mundane. While 
digital illustration is her main medium of expression, 
she also paints with acrylics and watercolor.

Laba! Arts Festival 2017: 
Neema Iyer initiates a collaborative mural on a 
supported plywood surface: She paints the initial 
image outline on the mural while the festival attendees 
and fellow artists paint in the remainder of the mural to 
create a truly collaborative piece.

Neema Iyer
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Nkonson- Nkonson
NkonsonNkonson is an eclectic art collective. The 
collective encompasses the following artists: The 
American engineer and designer Fernando Ruiz 
Iglesias is based in Arusha, Tanzania and works with 
waste plastic materials to make durable accessories. 
Calvin hakizimana is a comedian salsa dancer, wire 
sculptor and scriptwriter based in Burundi, his art shall 
make people dream. Kahangye kagwa is specialized 
in painting and weaving while the Cameroonian Divine 
N’nolo is based in Kampala, as a freelancer researcher 
in migration and refugees issues.

Laba! Arts Festival 2017: 
They present Bi nka bi: a two person installation 
creating four life-size fantasy monuments inspired by 
traditional African myths and folklore. Their art aims 
at reminding people of their cultural roots to inspire 
dreams and forward thinking.
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Our Things is a multimedia video and photo installation 
by Darleyne Komukama and Nikissi Serumaga-Jamo. 
It uses larger-than life photography, light reflection and 
video to draw out introspection and story exchange 
between strangers. 

The installation shows images of regular people 
projected on a cubicle wall to also trigger conversations 
about the individual within the community.

Our Things
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Pamoja Studio is an underground youth project 
founded by the multi-faceted artist Moses Ochieng. It 
is based around the slums of Kyebando, Kamwokya, 
Bwaise, and Kalerwe. It makes arts and crafts out of 
car tyres, trashed plastic, papers, metallic tins, wood, 
and fabric Décor. 

Laba! Arts Festival 2017: 
Pamoja Studio engages with the festival audience 
through a practical farm yard system, that showcases 
creative urban gardening, as a mode of communication. 
The message is to faze out the old norms that art can 
only be communicated through drawing, songs and 
poet.

Pamoja Studio
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Sagir Art Studio is a collective of four deaf artists that have 
dedicated themselves to displaying environmentally 
friendly - “Eco-Urban” - artworks because they are 
concerned about Urban environment situation around 
Kampala and Uganda at large. Together with hearing 
artists they want to fight the environment pollution 
through art to make a bold importance of growth and 
development of Kampala as a green city.

Laba! Arts Festival 2017: 
Sagir Art Studio sets up a visual and tactile monument 
from trash. As deaf artists, they experience beauty 
and aesthetics majorly through our tactile and visual 
sense. Thus, they hope to create artworks from 
recycled polythenes with a deep sense of textual feel 
and visual stimulation to create a forum between the 
viewer and the artwork.

Sagir Art Studio
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Spot Lite Crew
Spot Lite Crew is an urban dance crew that uses 
dance as a social movement to create awareness 
and social change in the community and at the same 
time empowering its members both socially and 
economically. The group was originally formed in 
2013 by four dance artists at their home community 
of Rubaga. The group later expanded from four to ten 
members. It created its own dance style by fussing 
various styles of dance like break dance, contemporary 
dance, Afro house, traditional dances from Uganda 
and other parts of Africa.

Laba! Arts Festival 2017: 
Spot Lite Crew presents ‘Ethnocentrism’ - a Hip Hop 
street theatre dance performance that shows how 
people use their cultures as standards to judge the 
worthy and desirability of other people’s cultures.
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Tontoma 
Tontoma Poetry Jazz Session participate in this year’s 
LaBa Arts Festival with a street Poetry Showcase tilted 
Tu Tontomele Wamu Ku LaBa Arts Festival. It features 
four Live Poetry Street showcases which will be 
hosted by the Host of Tontoma Poetry Jazz Session. 
The four poets are well-known and present their own 
poetry to the audience relating to the festival theme 
of ubuntu. Tu Tontomele Wamu also brings Ubuntu/ 
Togetherness to the festival through giving out five 
free Tontoma Poetry Jazz Session T-shirts to the first 
five people who engage with their concept during the 
festival day.
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Wake is a spoken word poet and a hiphop artist. He 
is very passionate about his African heritage. Through 
his poetry and music, he aims at celebrating and 
empowering the youth not just in Uganda alone, but 
across the globe. He believes that because Africa is 
popular for it’s communal living culture, your problem 
becomes our problem, your celebration becomes 
ours. 

Laba! Arts Festival 2017: 
Wake’s project at LaBa Arts Festival comprises a 
musical performance with poetic interludes. He is 
backed by other artists.

Wake
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